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Following the empirical observation of widespread collapses of cladding panel

connections of precast industrial buildings under recent seismic events, new

design solutions have been developed in the framework of the European project

SAFECLADDING, including isostatic systems effectively decoupling the seismic response

of frame structure and cladding panels. The present paper is aimed at evaluating the

seismic response and vulnerability of precast frame structures employing pendulum,

cantilever, and rocking cladding connection systems. Within the framework of the

research project RINTC–Implicit seismic risk of code-conforming structures funded by the

Italian Civil Protection Department within the ReLUIS program, the seismic performance

of a typical precast industrial building has been assessed with a probabilistic approach

based on the results of static and multi-stripe dynamic non-linear analyses. The seismic

vulnerability assessment of each structural system has been carried out with reference

to life safety and damage limit states considering three sites of increasing seismic hazard

in Italy. The effect of distributed panel mass modeling vs. more common lumped mass

modeling has been analyzed and critically commented based on the results of demand

over capacity (D/C) ratios. Moreover, biaxial seismic D/C ratios have been evaluated for

realistic strong hinge connections for cladding panels.

Keywords: seismic vulnerability, precast structures, industrial buildings, probabilistic assessment, panel

connection systems, multi-stripe analysis, pushover analysis

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, precast buildings have been widely constructed in Europe and
other world regions as industrial and commercial frame buildings and residential panel/block
buildings. The typical modern industrial single-story precast frame structure consists of cantilever
tall columns restrained at the base with pocket foundations and connected at the top to
hinged prestressed beams supporting different typologies of prestressed roof elements. Vertical
or horizontal precast concrete panels are connected to load bearing frame elements as perimeter
cladding. The cladding-to-structure connections may play a crucial role under seismic action
(Biondini et al., 2013). The traditional design approach for the precast structure is based on a
bare frame model where peripheral cladding panels are considered as masses only, without any
in-plane stiffening contribution. Panels have been often connected to the structure with fixed
fastenings proportioned for out-of-plane horizontal actions related to the local mass of single
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panels, neglecting any in-plane possible interaction with the
frame. Different earthquakes that recently occurred in Southern
Europe have shown that this approach is not adequate. Frame
structures properly designed and detailed for seismic actions
performed satisfactorily (Biondini and Toniolo, 2009), while
many cladding panels collapsed after failure of their connections
(Toniolo and Colombo, 2012; Belleri et al., 2015a). Surveys
from areas where the frame structures were not conceived for
seismic strength (Belleri et al., 2015b, 2017), and did not perform
satisfactorily, also reported extensive failures of cladding panels
and their connections (Bournas et al., 2013; Magliulo et al., 2014;
Savoia et al., 2017; Batalha et al., 2019). The SAFECLADDING
project was funded by the European Commission to tackle
this issue. The project analyzed innovative design solutions to
improve the performance of both existing and new precast
buildings. Three different cladding connection arrangements
were investigated: Isostatic, Integrated, and Dissipative (Biondini
et al., 2013; Dal Lago et al., 2018). The cladding solution analyzed
in this project is made of external precast concrete panels
connected with mechanical devices, which represent since many
decades the standard solution for precast buildings. However,
it is worth noting that this solution is not representative of the
existing heritage of precast structures, since many of them are
cladded with infill walls made of masonry or precast concrete
stacked panels. In this case, the seismic behavior of the global
structural assembly and of the local cladding wall is remarkably
different from the case of external panels, with the stiffening effect
and the strength being much larger, where the failure mode is
usually related to the in-plane-out-of-plane interaction on the
cladding wall rather than on its mechanical connections (Asteris
et al., 2017; Pasca et al., 2017; Mazza, 2019; Di Domenico et al.,
2021).

In this paper, Isostatic systems aimed at decoupling the
motion of frame structure and external panels have been
addressed. Three different connection arrangements for vertical
cladding panels have been considered in the present study: (1)
Pendulum, (2) Cantilever, and (3) Rocking. Details about each
arrangement and numerical modeling strategies can be found
in Dal Lago (2019). Each of these arrangements was previously
subjected to seismic testing on full-scale prototype within the
SAFECLADDING project (Negro and Lamperti Tornaghi, 2017;
Toniolo and Dal Lago, 2017; Dal Lago and Molina, 2018).
This paper is aimed at providing indications on the seismic
behavior of precast industrial frame structures with Isostatic
cladding connection arrangements based on probabilistic seismic
vulnerability assessment. The work has been carried out in
the framework of the Italian research project RINTC–Implicit
seismic risk of code-conforming structures, as part of a wider
project conducted by ReLUIS (Italian Laboratories University
Network of Earthquake Engineering) and funded by the Italian
Department of Civil Protection.

CASE-STUDY BUILDINGS

The considered case-study buildings consist of a reference
geometry with Pendulum, Cantilever, and Rocking

cladding-to-structure designed for soil type C for three
sites in L’Aquila (AQ), Naples (Napoli, NA), and Milan (Milano,
MI) with high to low hazard levels, respectively. The Cantilever
solution has been investigated both including and neglecting
the effect of friction induced by out-of-plane loading during the
in-plane sliding of the connection. The considered case-study
building reflects a common type of precast industrial buildings
across Europe.

Figure 1A shows the 3D view of the frame structure
without cladding panels (the same frame arrangement has been
previously modeled by Magliulo et al., 2018). Figure 1B shows
the structural cross section of the building and the schematic
plan view of the considered building, with one 15-m-wide bay
in the transversal direction (i.e., the X direction) and four 6-m-
wide bays in the longitudinal direction (i.e., the Z-direction), the
building being cladded by 2.2-m-wide and 6.85-m-tall vertical
cladding panels with soft corners (Figure 1C).

Each considered case-study building consists of squared
section precast columns fixed at the base with isolated pocket
foundations. The columns are connected by means of double
dowels to the main precast prestressed beam having a variable
depth cross section in the longitudinal direction, and by means
of bolted connections to the girders having a rectangular cross
section, in the longitudinal direction. The roof element consists
of the double T section connected with each other through
mechanical connections and topped with cast-in-situ reinforced
concrete slab. The rigid diaphragm effect is hence considered
for the case-study buildings, although the roof slab of precast
industrial structures is often not topped, which would require
its explicit modeling to account for the deformability of roof
elements and their connections (Dal Lago et al., 2017, 2019; Dal
Lago and Ferrara, 2018). The cladding system consists of vertical
precast panels with specific weight of 4 kN/m2, connected to
the roof peripheral beams via different connection arrangements
(Pendulum, Cantilever, and Rocking system). The structural
elements for the considered case studies are designed (Ercolino
et al., 2018; Magliulo et al., 2018) according to the Italian
building code NTC08 (MIT (Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei
Trasporti), 2008), which is very similar to Eurocode 8 (CEN,
2005) for soil type C for the three investigated sites. Dowel
connections have been designed according to the Italian technical
specifications CNR 10025/98 (2000), taken as typical reference
for designers. More thorough information on structural details
is available in Magliulo et al. (2018).

NUMERICAL MODELING

All the case studies have been modeled in OpenSees (Mazzoni
et al., 2006) to perform non-linear static and multi-stripe
dynamic analysis. Figure 2A shows the 3D view of the
numerical model.

The columns are modeled with elastic elements characterized
by lumped plasticity at the base. In the OpenSees software, the
plastic hinge is implemented with a non-linear spring element
characterized by the “Modified Ibarra–Medina–Krawinkler
deterioration model with peak-oriented hysteretic response”
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FIGURE 1 | (A) 3D view of the frame structure without cladding panels, (B) plan view, and (C) transversal cross section of the building.

whose behavior is described by a trilinear backbone curve,
which accounts for history-dependent strength and stiffness
deterioration based on energy dissipation (Ibarra et al.,
2005).

The beams and girder elements are modeled with elastic
elements as well; the main double-tapered beams are modeled
with a simplified constant cross section, which is characterized by
the mean values of site-dependent height and width of the cross
sections. This simplification should not result in large modeling
errors, since all the horizontal elements are not part of the lateral
load-bearing system of the building assembly. The roof elements
are not modeled, and rigid diaphragm constraint is applied at the
roof level in correspondence to the location of the mean center of
gravity of the beams.

The connections between beams and columns are perfectly
hinged due to bolted connections. The top column joint, where
main and peripheral beams are converging, is modeled such that
the main beam can rotate in the transversal plane at its base with
respect to the column (Figure 2B). As a result, the building is
slightly more flexible in the direction of the peripheral beams (z-
axis). The geometrical eccentricities (Figures 2C,D) of structural

elements have been modeled by rigid elements based on the
model developed by Ercolino et al. (2018).

The isostatic cladding-to-structure connections (Pendulum,
Cantilever, and Rocking) are modeled with following strategies
for three considered sites (L’Aquila, Napoli, and Milano).

Pendulum Arrangement
Concerning the pendulum arrangement, the total mass of
structural elements as well as panels is lumped to the master
node at the center of the roof, where the identification number
1111 in Figure 3 represents the master node. The lumped
masses assigned to the master node were 404.27 tons for
both Milano and Napoli buildings, and 408.67 for L’Aquila
building. This assumption of null in-plane neither out-of-plane
stiffening contribution reflects the kinematics of truss-like panels
hinged at both base and top beam. The mass associated to
the frame structure was set to 258.29 tons for both Milano
and Napoli buildings, and to 262.68 tons for L’Aquila building.
The masses associated to the cladding panels in X and Z
directions, respectively, were set to 89.83 tons and 56.15 tons for
all buildings.
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FIGURE 2 | (A) 3D view of the numerical model developed in OpenSees (B–D) model joint details.
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic view of the numerical model assumptions for

pendulum arrangement.

Cantilever Arrangement
In the cantilever arrangement, relative horizontal in-plane
sliding occurs between the structure and the cladding panel
under seismic action, with panels not moving in-plane and
rigidly tilting in the out-of-plane direction. Thus, the connector
is subjected to multiaxial actions, and horizontal sliding
may be hampered by friction (Figure 4A). The cantilever
arrangement has been modeled with two different strategies,
either considering or neglecting the friction forces in the
cladding-to-structure connections.

The cantilever model without friction has been developed
by modifying the lumped masses at the master node. As
shown in Figure 4B, two different masses in both directions
have been assigned, i.e., in the X direction, the total assigned
mass is massxz,roof + massx,panel and in the Z direction
massxz,roof +massz,panel.

The cantilever model accounting for friction effects has
been modified as illustrated in Figure 4C. The lumped mass
in the master node is referred to the frame structure in both
directions, while the mass of the panels has been assigned to
two independent nodes in each horizontal direction. To model
the friction between the frame structure and panels, the axially
rigid zero-length “flat slider bearing” element has been used in
OpenSees. In order to account for such effect, a constant dynamic
friction coefficient equal to 0.22 has been set in the model based
on the test results obtained by Dal Lago and Lamperti Tornaghi
(2018) on a cladding-to-structure sliding connection subjected to
multi-axial loading.

Rocking Arrangement
In the rocking arrangement, the panels brace the structure up
to a lateral load associated with the scenario in which the
overturning moment overcomes the stabilizing one provided
by the panel self-weight (Figure 5A). After this phenomenon
occurs, the panels rigidly rotate providing a restoring force that
is slightly decreasing with the displacement due to second-order
effects associated with the reduction of the lever arm from the
center of mass of the panel to the rotation center located at one of
its corners (Figure 5B). The lumped mass in the master node is

the same as the pendulum case, and the building model has been
modified as described in Figure 5C.

Two fixed non-linear springs representing the mechanical
behavior of the panels (Figure 5B) are linked to the master node.
Due to progressive contact of the vertical sliders with the channel
lips after random tolerance positioning, an initial tolerance gap
δtol = 2mm is considered in the model covered by a linear
branch, which is calibrated following experimental observations
reported in Toniolo and Dal Lago (2017), Negro and Lamperti
Tornaghi (2017). The shear stiffness of the springs is null. Friction
may provide additional actions under seismic motion, but it has
been disregarded, supposedly being much less than the restoring
force of the panel.

Finally, it is to be remarked that the strongly non-
linear idealized behavior of Figure 5B is not associated with
any dissipation of energy, being the multilinear hysteresis
completely elastic.

NON-LINEAR STATIC (PUSHOVER)
ANALYSIS

Non-linear static analyses are performed in both of the horizontal
X and Z directions for all considered case studies, i.e., three
isostatic panel arrangements at each investigated site. Figure 6
shows the pushover curves for all case studies.

For the examined structural typology, pushover curves
depend on the mechanical behavior of frame columns under
lateral loading conditions. Consequently, when cross-section
design and construction detailing of columns depend on
non-seismic actions (e.g., wind forces) and code minimum
requirements, pushover curves and roof lateral displacement
capacities may match for different case studies, even if they are
characterized by different seismic hazard levels.

The pushover curves for each structural typology shown
in Figure 6 are adopted to define the structural capacity
threshold for the collapse limit state, to be presented in the
following section.

LIMIT STATES

The limit states are defined according to performance-based
design criteria and refer to specific Engineering Demand
Parameters (EDPs) of seismic performance, related to global
and/or local seismic response of the structural and non-
structural elements. Therefore, appropriate EDPs are selected to
describe the structural demand and compared with threshold
values representative of the structural capacity for specific
limit states. Demand-over-Capacity (D/C) ratios have been
evaluated with respect to the Damage Limit States (DLSs) and
Collapse Limit States (CLSs) to carry out seismic response and
vulnerability assessment.

Collapse Limit States
This limit state corresponds to the failure of structural elements,
which corresponds to the failure of the structure. Two limits state
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Schematic friction mechanism occurring in the cantilever panels when subjected to multi-axial seismic excitation. (B) Cantilever model without friction

forces. (C) Cantilever model with friction forces.

FIGURE 5 | Rocking panel: (A) geometry and loads, (B) non-linear force–displacement relationship, and (C) schematic view of the numerical model assumptions for

the Rocking arrangement.

FIGURE 6 | Pushover analysis results for Pendulum and Cantilever panel arrangement.
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TABLE 1 | The displacement capacity for all panel arrangement for all sites.

Site Type of Panel

Arrangement

Displacement

Capacity [m]

Type of Panel

Arrangement

Displacement

Capacity [m]

X Z X Z

Napoli
Pendulum/

0.69 0.745

Rocking

0.705 0.765

L’Aquila
Cantilever

0.76 0.82 0.765 0.83

Milano 0.645 0.695 0.65 0.715

have been considered as CLS: Global Failure Limit State (GFLS)
and Local Failure Limit State (LFLS).

The engineering demand parameter for GFLS representing the
global failure of the structure in terms of lateral load resisting
behavior is the maximum roof displacement. The corresponding
top displacement capacity is evaluated via non-linear pushover
analyses (Figure 6). The EDP threshold is identified along
the softening branch of the pushover curve as the post-peak
displacement corresponding to a 50% reduction in base shear,
in accordance with the general RiNTC project criteria (Iervolino
et al., 2018). Table 1 shows the displacement capacity threshold
for all considered cases.

LFLS is defined by the shear failure of the beam-column
dowel connection. The shear strength of the dowel connection
has been evaluated with a more recent formulation, outcome of
a large experimental program carried out in the framework of
the Safecast project, as the minimum of those actions associated
with ductile failure of the dowel bars and crushing of surrounding
concrete (EUR 27935 EN, 2016). The steel failure resulted critical
for the considered joints, where the dowel strength has been
computed on the safe side assuming the unconfined concrete
strength. The shear strength values of the connections of the
different buildings considered are 79.5 kN, 153.4 kN, and 232.0
kN for Milano, Napoli, and L’Aquila, respectively. Details on this
calculation and on comparisons with formulas provided by other
authors, including Vintzeleou and Tassios (1987) and Zoubek
et al. (2015), are available in Cimmino et al. (2020).

Damage Limit States
This limit state corresponds to damage prevention of the non-
structural elements, i.e., cladding panels. DLS is relevant in terms
of the economic losses, and it causes building use interruption
for the repair. Two limit states have been considered as DLS,
namely, Standard Damage Limit State (SDLS) and Panel Failure
Limit State (PFLS).

The adopted EDP for SDLS is the roof displacement, and
the capacity threshold value is set to 1% of inter-story drift in
accordance with the provisions of NTC2008 and Eurocode 8. It
is to be noted that past studies carried out by Babič and Dolšek
(2016) show that at roof displacement of 1% of column height,
50% of traditional panel-to-structure connections fail. These
results have been obtained on traditional connections which are
characterized by a small displacement capacity (Zoubek et al.,
2016), which is however not depending on the height of the
building. The limit of 1% of column height to attain DLS

is practically too tolerant for traditional cladding connections,
and too strict for the innovative panel connections considered
in this work, since the latter can easily accommodate much
larger displacements.

Despite being a potential source of casualties, the collapse
of the cladding panels associated with the failure of their
connections with the structure is herein framed as an
intermediate damage condition in accordance with the general
RiNTC project criteria (Iervolino et al., 2018), since this event
does not lead to global failure or jeopardy of the global
structural system. The functional limit displacement for each
panel arrangement depends on their aspect ratio and has been set
to 250mm for all arrangements, based on attainment of collision
for pendulum and rocking arrangements and on the exhaustion
of the slider stroke for cantilever arrangement.

NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC MULTI-STRIPE
ANALYSIS

The time-history response of the case study buildings depends
on the intensity measure of the seismic event, e.g., peak ground
acceleration PGA or spectral acceleration at first natural period
Sa(T1). Seismic assessment has been carried out by means of
multi-stripe analyses (Jalayer and Cornell, 2003; Jalayer, 2013)
at 10 intensity levels associated with the return periods collected
in Cimmino et al. (2020) for subsoil type C (not reported here
for the sake of brevity). A set of 20 records is selected at each
intensity level for the three sites. The groundmotion records have
been selected based on the conditional mean spectrum approach
selecting as reference intensity measure the spectral acceleration
at period of 2.0 s (Shome and Cornell, 1999; Jayaram et al., 2011;
Lin et al., 2013).

Figure 7 shows the comparison of displacement time-history
for the investigated panel arrangements under one of the
selected ground motions at the L’Aquila site. The maximum top
displacement has been reduced in the rocking system due to
the restoring forces provided by the self-weight of the cladding
panels. Residual drift after the earthquake is almost zero. The
response of the simplified cantilever shows a similar trend to the
pendulum system in terms of maximum top displacement and
shear. The addition of the friction forces does not introduce a
relevant difference in this case either.

The mean values of the D/C ratio for CLS are similar among
the investigated panel arrangements. For the sake of brevity,
only the D/C curves related to the pendulum arrangement
are reported in Figure 8. Circle markers are associated with
global collapse condition, while square markers refer to local
collapse conditions. Structures designed according to different
hazard levels are differentiated by the markers’ color: Milano
in red, Napoli in blue, and L’Aquila in black. The D/C ratios
in terms of the shear force in the beam-to-column connections
associated with LFLS are always larger than those in terms of
the roof displacements associated with GFLS. Only in the case
of the L’Aquila site has attainment of the failure limit reached
the largest considered return period of 100,000 years, whereas
it is never attained in the case of Milano and Napoli. This
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indicates that the seismic vulnerability to the seismic action
of the panel arrangements is significantly lower than the one
assumed for design with a reference return period of TR = 475
years. Therefore, this shows that the Italian building code, which

follows the approach of Eurocode 8, overestimates the necessary
capacity requirements for these case studies. With reference to
another ultimate limit state according to the Italian building code
which is the “near collapse limit state” (i.e., SLC) associated with

FIGURE 7 | Time-history response of the panel arrangements at the L’Aquila site.

FIGURE 8 | The mean value of D/C ratio with reference to Collapse Limit State for all considered panel arrangement at three considered sites.
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a return period of 975 years, the D/C ratio is still significantly
lower than 1. It is important to note that the mean D/C ratios
increase with the hazard level at each site, showing that the code
provisions do not guarantee uniform average safety with respect
to the collapse limit state.

Concerning DLS, Figure 9 shows the comparison of the mean
value of the D/C ratio for both Damage limit states with a
marker layout similar to the one proposed in Figure 8. In general,
the D/C ratios for DLS are much larger than those at CLS,
mainly due to the intrinsic flexibility of precast industrial frames
composed by cantilever columns only acting as a lateral load-
resisting system.

According to the Italian build code, design at DLS is referred
to a return period of the TR = 50 year. In L’Aquila (high hazard)
and Napoli (medium hazard), the mean Standard DLS is attained
at a return period of 250 years. As mentioned in the previous
section, the standard limit associated with SDLS is severe for the
panel arrangements designed with modern connections, as they
could easily accommodate small displacements without failure.
The second considered damage limit state, the mean Panel DLS
is attained at TR = 2500 year in the case of L’Aquila, TR =

10,000 years in Napoli, and never attained in Milano. As in
the case of the Collapse limit state, the D/C ratio increases
as the hazard level increases for the same return period. The
results conclude that the above-cited codes do not guarantee a
uniform distance from the attainment of a damage limit state
when varying the seismic hazard. The results of the “Panel
Failure limit state” show the effectiveness of the considered
panel arrangements.

Even though the mean value of the Demand/Capacity ratio
looks similar for different panel arrangements, the maximum

response of each panel arrangement differs from each other.
Figure 10 shows the ratio of the maximum value of EDPs at each
intensity level of cantilever with friction/cantilever without the
friction/Rocking system to that of the Pendulum system.

Figure 10 shows the relevant reduction of the displacement
and the shear forces in the rocking system due to the restoring
forces which added non-linear elastic hysteresis. This effect is
more evident in a weaker frame of a low seismic hazard site, e.g.,
Milano. The response of the cantilever system is similar to that of
the pendulum system.

EFFECT OF SPREAD PANEL MASS
MODELING

Upgraded models have been set to investigate the influence of the
simplifying assumption of lumped panel mass instead of a more
realistic distribution of masses. To this aim, only the pendulum
arrangement has been considered. The numerical model has been
modified model as described in Figure 11, removing the amount
of lumped mass associated with the cladding panels from the
master node of the roof and implementing two vertical beam
elements collecting the spread mass and stiffness of the full
lines of panels. The stiffness of a single panel has been modeled
which has been assimilated to the one of a 12-cm-thick solid
concrete panel, equivalent of typical sandwich panels with the
outer suspended layer. The elastic beam elements have been
restrained at their base with a flexural hinge with prevented
torsion. The element is linked to the master node at its height,
enforcing a portion of the panel to behave as a cantilever beyond
such location.

FIGURE 9 | The mean value of D/C ratio with reference to Damage Limit State for all considered panel arrangement at three considered sites.
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FIGURE 10 | Performance ratio of the other panel connection systems over the pendulum system: (A) displacement and (B) local shear.
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FIGURE 11 | Details of mass modeling: (A) lumped frame mass, (B) spread mass over elastic beam elements.

TABLE 2 | Fundamental periods calculated in each main direction: comparison with model results for both spread and lumped panel mass assumptions.

Frame Only Spread Mass Theoretical Spread Mass

Numerical

Spread Mass

Theor/Num

Lumped Mass

Numerical

Lumped/Spread

T1 [s] T2 [s] χ [−] T1 [s] T2 [s] T1 [s] T2 [s] T1 [−] T2 [−] T1 [s] T2 [s] T1 [−] T2 [−]

Milano 1.83 1.69 1.190 2.18 2.01 2.18 2.01 1.001 0.999 2.41 2.22 1.106 1.104

Napoli 1.54 1.42 1.190 1.83 1.69 1.84 1.70 1.004 1.006 1.96 1.81 1.065 1.065

L’aquila 1.22 1.14 1.187 1.45 1.35 1.45 1.35 1.001 0.998 1.54 1.44 1.062 1.067

In such a model, the single element tilts during the
seismic motion in both horizontal directions. Nonetheless, their
rotational inertia is taken into consideration with this modeling
technique, while it has been disregarded with the simplified
assumptions of lumped mass. The theoretical values of the
natural periods associated with the main vibration modes in
each translational direction are reported in Table 2 and have
been computed according to Foti et al. (2018). The results
of the numerical model confirm with remarkable precision
the theoretical values (Table 2), with differences originating
only from numerical rounding. A comparison with the periods
from the models with lumped mass is also provided in
Table 2. The results show that the more realistic spread mass
distribution leads to a decrease of the fundamental periods of the
order of 6–10%.

The full set of non-linear dynamic analyses previously carried
out on the lumped mass model has been repeated with the spread
mass model. Figure 12 represents the statistical description
of the ratio between maximum measured displacements (i.e.,
EDP for GFLS and SDLS) for spread mass models vs.
lumped mass models. Sample mean values and standard
deviations for such ratios are obtained for each stripe based
on the time-history analyses of the 20 ground motions.

A large dispersion of ratios can be observed, meaning
that the dynamic behavior is remarkably modified by the
panel mass modeling technique. Furthermore, the mean
ratios highlight an increase of about 10% of the maximum
displacements, quantifying the error on the unsafe side
made when adopting the simplified assumption of lumped
mass distribution.

Within the spread mass model, the in-plane and out-of-
plane forces in the panel connections have been recorded as
the concentrated horizontal shear actions on the beam elements
simulating the panels in correspondence of the link with the roof
master node. Considering the shear key connector successfully
used in the experimentation related to both pendulum and
rocking systems in the Safecladding test program (Negro and
Lamperti Tornaghi, 2017; Toniolo and Dal Lago, 2017; Dal Lago
andMolina, 2018), whose structural behavior under simple shear
and combined shear-axial forces is described in Figure 13, the
D/C ratios and failure rates could be evaluated. The results,
collected in Figure 14, show peculiarly low D/C ratios apart from
the higher stripes of the L’Aquila site. This is attributable not only
to the large strength of the device but also to the low accelerations
transmitted by the more flexible frame structures designed at
Milano and Napoli sites.
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FIGURE 12 | Maximum displacement ratio of results from model with spread panel mass and lumped panel mass for the site: (A) Milano, (B) Napoli, and (C) L’Aquila.

FIGURE 13 | Cladding shear key connection considered: (A) numerical shear pushover curves vs. experimental strength and (B) shear-axial interaction domain.

CONCLUSIONS

The D/C ratio curves obtained in this work indicate a low
vulnerability of well-detailed modern precast industrial frame
structures provided with decoupling cladding connections,
with combined global/local collapses recorded only for the
higher return period of 105 years in the site of high

seismic hazard of L’Aquila. The seismic behavior of this
structural typology is characterized by large deformability and
displacement capacity, with the global collapse condition being
associated with the leaning of the structure due to second-
order effect. However, this behavior makes the structural
assembly less performant toward the damage limit state,
since the standard damage limitation conditions are overcome
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FIGURE 14 | Cladding connection D/C and failure ratios for the site of: (A) Milano, (B) Napoli, and (C) L’Aquila.

with high probability for large return periods in all the
considered sites.

The adoption of innovative cladding connections leading
to an effective decoupling of the frame structure motion
from the lateral stiffness of the cladding panels of precast
industrial buildings leads to relevant enhancement in their
seismic behavior, with displacement being associated with the
failure of these connections about one order of magnitude
larger than that associated with more traditional fixed channel
connections. The performance in the damage limit state
appears to be much better if adopting specific engineering
demand parameters related to the failure of the cladding panel
connections considered, for instance the no-collision condition
for tilting panels (pendulum and rocking arrangements) or the
exhaustion of the available stroke for sliding connections typical
of the cantilever arrangement.

The rocking arrangement provides the lower maximum drifts,
due to the recentering effect provided by the self-weight of the
cladding panels, which is more pronounced for weaker frame
structures, hence for low seismic hazard areas. The adoption
of the common assumption of lumped mass of the cladding
panels in the centroid of the roof involving a percentage
of the total panel mass related to its tributary area proved
not to be fully on the safe side, since the comparison with
new models involving a spread panel mass shows that the
lumped models provide higher fundamental periods (associated
in general with lower accelerations) and systematically lower

seismic displacements, with around 10% being the increase
in displacement demand when considering spread cladding
mass. Moreover, spreading the mass by introducing the panel
rotational inertia severely affects the dynamic behavior of the
structural system. The maximum loads on one real typology
of strong hinged panel-to-structure connection considered are
fully compatible with the device strength for all intensity
measure levels for the sites of Milano (low hazard) and Napoli
(medium hazard), while the demand overcomes the capacity
only in the higher-intensity measure level for the site of L’Aquila
(high hazard).

The D/C curves computed are more severe for sites with a
higher seismic hazard. This result highlights that the current
code provisions for the Italian territory do not ensure uniform
safety with respect to both collapse and damage limit states
as the seismic hazard varies, the safety margin lowering
with the hazard. Ongoing developments are concerning the
vulnerability analysis of both new and existing buildings with
flexible diaphragm and with sophisticated constitutive laws
for the existing roof slab and cladding panel connections,
also considering the effect of the vertical acceleration. Further
developments should also aim to address the seismic risk of
structures and systems of structures with a probabilistic life-
cycle perspective based on probabilistic frameworks involving
performance metrics such as resilience (Capacci and Biondini,
2020; Capacci et al., 2020) as well as economic user cost indicators
(Messore et al., 2020).
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